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B-36 Cold War Shield 2015-06-03 this book tells the story of a b 36 crew
flying countless training missions while carrying full sized 8 500 pound mock
nuclear weapons in their bomb bays b 36 crews trained for the one flight when
they would be ordered to drop combat nuclear bombs on the ussr flights of
fifteen hours over continental united states to grueling thirty hour nonstop
flights overseas were routine all without the benefit of in flight refueling
not yet invented the experiences of this crew as they flew their assigned
missions are part of the history of our nation s defense they were part of
our cold war shield
B-36 ‘Peacemaker’ Units of the Cold War 2022-03-17 a fully illustrated study
into the extraordinary convair b 36 during the cold war conceived during 1941
in case germany occupied britain when us bombers would then have insufficient
range to retaliate the b 36 was to be primarily a 10 000 mile bomber with
heavy defensive armament six engines and a performance that would prevent
interception by fighters although rapid developments in jet engine and high
speed airframe technology quickly made it obsolescent the b 36 took part in
many important nuclear test programmes the aircraft also provided the us
nuclear deterrent until the faster b 52 became available in 1955 it was one
of the first aircraft to use substantial amounts of magnesium in its
structure leading to the bomber s magnesium overcast nickname it earned many
superlatives due to the size and complexity of its structure which used 27
miles of wiring had a wingspan longer than the wright brothers first flight
equivalent engine power to 400 cars the same internal capacity as three five
room houses and 27 000 gallons of internal fuel enough to propel a car around
the world 18 times much was made of the fact that the wing was deep enough to
allow engineers to enter it and maintain the engines in flight b 36s



continued in the bomber and reconnaissance role until their retirement in
february 1959 following 11 years in sac convair employees were invited to
suggest names for the giant aircraft eliciting suggestions such as king kong
bomber condor texan and unbelievable but the most popular was peacemaker
oddly objections from religious groups deterred the usaf from ever adopting
it officially this fully illustrated volume includes first hand accounts
original photographs and up to 30 profile artworks depicting in detail the
complexity of this superlative aircraft
Cold War Peacemaker 2010-02-02 great airplanes don t simply appear in history
they evolve through a myriad of technological political and economic
processes in this book you will experience one of the most unlikely
developments in aviation history the convair b 36 very long range nuclear
bomber from its beginnings during the world s greatest conflict through
construction in a former wild west cattle town and deployment into the cold
war the story of the convair b 36 and how it intimidated the soviet union is
an interesting study in politics and technology in cold war peacemaker you
will experience life during the cold war as your parents and grandparents
lived it you will meet military leaders politicians cowboys tycoons and a
cowboy tycoon who worked together to save the free world from communist
domination you will also see up close the amazing technology of aviation at
the beginning of the nuclear age and how it was manifested in the b 36
Cold War Peacemaker 2010 few airplanes in history have captured the
imagination like convair s b 36 peacemaker the world s first intercontinental
bomber served as a strategic deterrent against possible nuclear war and
projected the global reach of the air force s new strategic air command
during the opening years of the cold war while many books have been written



about this aircraft none has ever told one of the most intriguing aspects of
the b 36 story the place where the airplane came to be designed manufactured
and test flown once known as cowtown for its abundance of cattle farms fort
worth texas became home to the convair plant adjacent to carswell afb and
will forever be linked with the b 36 s place in history this book tells not
only the story of this airplane s technical aspects but also the political
and social events that led to its development the establishment of fort worth
as its production site and newly discovered technical information as well
The Cold War 2015-03-17 in the cold war a military history david miller a
preeminent cold war scholar writes insightfully of the historic effects of
the military build up brought on by the cold war and its concomitant effect
on strategy bringing together for the first time newly declassified
information miller takes readers inside the arsenals of the superpowers
describing how intercontinental ballistic missiles submarine based missiles
strategic bombers and conventional weapons were employed by both sides as
well as the ways in which they were at many points almost brought to bear his
in depth analysis of how military strategy shaped history and his accounts of
crises which could have turned the cold war hot the suppression of the
budapest uprising in 1956 and the imposition of martial law in poland in 1981
are particularly compelling many books have been written about the politics
in this turbulent period but none have so comprehensively examined the
military strategy and tactics of this dangerous era
Encyclopedia of the Cold War 2013-05-13 between 1945 and 1991 tension between
the usa its allies and a group of nations led by the ussr dominated world
politics this period was called the cold war a conflict that stopped short to
a full blown war benefiting from the recent research of newly open archives



the encyclopedia of the cold war discusses how this state of perpetual
tensions arose developed and was resolved this work examines the military
economic diplomatic and political evolution of the conflict as well as its
impact on the different regions and cultures of the world using a unique
geopolitical approach that will present russian perspectives and others the
work covers all aspects of the cold war from communism to nuclear escalation
and from ufos to red diaper babies highlighting its vast ranging and lasting
impact on international relations as well as on daily life although the work
will focus on the 1945 1991 period it will explore the roots of the conflict
starting with the formation of the soviet state and its legacy to the present
day
A Catholic Cold War 2005 this book is the first biography in 42 years of the
priest and educator who became one of the most important political forces in
america s cold war against communism
Remembering the Cold War 2014-01-21 remembering the cold war examines how
more than two decades since the collapse of the soviet union cold war
legacies continue to play crucial roles in defining national identities and
shaping international relations around the globe given the cold war s blurred
definition it has neither a widely accepted commencement date nor unanimous
conclusion what is to be remembered this book illustrates that there is in
fact a huge body of remembrance and that it is more pertinent to ask what
should be included and what can be overlooked over five sections this richly
illustrated volume considers case studies of cold war remembering from
different parts of the world and engages with growing theorisation in the
field of memory studies specifically in relation to war david lowe and tony
joel afford careful consideration to agencies that identify with being



victims of the cold war in addition the concept of arenas of articulation
which envelops the myriad spaces in which the remembering commemorating
memorialising and even revising of cold war history takes place is given
prominence
Convair B-36 Peacemaker 2023-11-30 the story of the consolidated b 36 is
unique in american aviation history the aircraft was an interesting blend of
concepts proven during the second world war combined with budding 1950s high
tech systems the program survived near cancellation on six separate occasions
during an extremely protracted development process it was also the symbol of
a bitter inter service rivalry between the newly formed us air force and the
well established us navy over which of which of the two organizations would
control the delivery of atomic weapons during the early years of the cold war
entering service in 1948 the b 36 was a remarkable design it was the largest
mass produced piston engine aircraft ever built having the longest wingspan
of any combat aircraft in history importantly in terms of the developing cold
war at least the b 36 was the first bomber capable of delivering any of the
weapons in america s nuclear arsenal without modification to achieve this
part of its role the peacemaker had an operational range of 10 000 miles
being capable of intercontinental flight without refueling it is difficult to
imagine a modern aircraft remaining airborne for two days without refueling
but such missions were relatively routine for the b 36 crews while there were
at the time of its service questions around its flight speed the peacemaker
flew so high that this was considered of little concern few fighters of its
era could reach the same altitudes and operational surface to air missiles
were still in the future the b 36 despite its seemingly conventional
appearance pushed the state of the art technology further than any other



aircraft of its era its sheer size brought with it structural challenges
while its high altitude capabilities led to engine cooling and associated
problems however all of these were finally overcome and the b 36 served well
as the first big stick of the cold war
Cold War Exile 1995 the cold war was in full force mccarthyism was at its
peak caught up in the rapids of history maurice halperin s life spun out of
control denying the charges but knowing he could never fully clear his name
halperin fled to mexico and then to avoid extradition to moscow in 1958 among
the friends he made there were british spy donald maclean and cuban
revolutionary leader che guevara disenchanted with socialism in the soviet
union he accepted guevara s invitation to come to havana in 1962
Cold War at 30,000 Feet 2007-03-31 in a gripping story of international power
and deception jeffrey engel reveals the special relationship between the
united states and great britain in a new and far more competitive light as
allies they fought communism as rivals they locked horns over which would
lead the cold war fight in the quest for sovereignty and hegemony one
important key was airpower which created jobs forged ties with the developing
world and perhaps most importantly in a nuclear world ensured military
superiority only the united states and britain were capable of supplying the
post war world s ravenous appetite for aircraft the americans hoped to use
this dominance as a bludgeon not only against the soviets and chinese but
also against any ally that deviated from washington s rigid brand of
anticommunism eager to repair an economy shattered by war and never as
committed to unflinching anticommunism as their american allies the british
hoped to sell planes even beyond the iron curtain reaping profits improving
east west relations and garnering the strength to withstand american hegemony



engel traces the bitter fights between these intimate allies from europe to
latin america to asia as each sought control over the sale of aircraft and
technology throughout the world the anglo american competition for aviation
supremacy affected the global balance of power and the fates of developing
nations such as india pakistan and china but without aviation engel argues
britain would never have had the strength to function as a brake upon
american power the way trusted allies should
Cold War in the Balkans 2014-07-15 as world war ii drew to a close the united
states and the soviet union began to maneuver for position in postwar europe
in the first exploratory moves of what would soon become a worldwide contest
for power and prestige in bulgaria michael boll finds a unique vantage point
for study of the processes of international politics during these years of
the emergence of the cold war bulgaria he writes was to assume a significance
for both the united states and the soviet union greater than that small
nation s intrinsic importance to either great power bulgaria had joined the
axis under pressure during the war though it alone among the axis satellites
had refused to declare war on the soviet union willing in 1943 to lend
support to an american plan devised to bring about bulgaria s surrender and
its participation in the war against germany the soviet by the fall of 1944
was to invade bulgaria and form an alliance with the bulgarian communists who
offered dependable support in the red army s continuing war effort when
military objectives were replaced by the soviet s political drive for
consolidation of its newly won empire the bulgarian communists remained
indispensable allies and continued the determined campaign that culminated in
1947 in declaration of the people s republic of bulgaria boll refutes the
frequent charge of american nonpolicy toward eastern europe in this period



concluding that the loss of bulgaria was the result not of the lack of
determined policy but of a realistic assessment of american capabilities and
strategic priorities cold war in the balkans drawing on important new eastern
european sources and newly declassified british and american archives relates
international diplomatic history to local political developments in a way
that gives new depth to the study of cold war origins
Cold War in the Working Class 1995-01-01 this book tells the story of the
rise and decline of the united electrical radio and machine workers of
america ue from 1933 to 1990 once the third largest industrial union in the
united states the ue was the most powerful left wing institution in u s
history and arguably the most significant victim of the anti communist purges
that marked post world war ii america this is an institutional study of the
formation of the ue and the struggle for its control by left wing and right
wing factions unlike most books on unions during the cold war this study
carries the story up to the present showing the long term effects of the
ideological battles
Cold War America, 1946 To 1990 2014-05-14 uses statistical tables charts
photographs maps and illustrations to explore everyday life in the united
states during the cold war period
The Cold War 2008-10-24 in today s worlds of drones military strikes and
weapons of mass destruction it s difficult to imagine a nonviolent war of
constant hostility between world super powers readers will be intrigued by
this conflict known as the cold war they will learn that it was a
geopolitical ideological and economic struggle between two world superpowers
the usa and the ussr starting in 1947 and ending in 1991
Ray Bradbury 2009 presents a collection of critical essays about the works of



ray bradbury
Origins of the Cold War 1941-49 2013-09-13 the cold war is one of the most
important and widely studied areas of history martin mccauley s best selling
seminar study unravels the complex issues which gave rise to the cold war and
explains how it originated this new edition is revised updated and expanded
with new material on areas such as the kgb and spying and the contribution of
intelligence to stalin s picture of the world the new introduction looks at
our perceptions of the cold war the various approaches that have been adopted
for reviewing the cold war and the difficulties of developing a theory of the
cold war the book incorporates the most recent scholarship theories and newly
released information to provide students with an invaluable introduction to
the subject
Convair B-36 Peacemaker Owners' Workshop Manual 2019-03-26 with six powerful
2 500hp pratt whitney radial engines the b 36 was the largest aircraft ever
to enter volume production joining the us air force in 1948 as the world s
first operational bomber with hemispheric range two years later the type got
an additional four engines turbojets paired in pods attached to pylons
outboard of the six propeller engines at 230 ft 70 1m it boasted the longest
wingspan of any combat aircraft ever built thus did the ten engine behemoth
capable of carrying five times the standard bomb load of britain s second
world war avro lancaster become the powerful tool for potential nuclear
retaliation against aggressors anywhere on earth ranging across soviet skies
high above the maximum altitude of russian fighters it threatened a reign of
fire unchallenged by any other air arm in the world the b 36 was developed
further into a powerful tool for photographic reconnaissance and served as a
valuable means by which the us air force could obtain detailed maps of areas



across the soviet union where little was known about the exact location of
towns cities and industrial facilities potential key targets in time of war
the b 36 scored as the most powerful delivery system in the us arsenal for
waging nuclear war only being retired when the much faster boeing b 52 came
along and when intercontinental ballistic missiles were first deployed at the
end of the 1950s the convair b 36 peacemaker owners workshop manual brings to
the reader a highly detailed design technical and engineering description of
the aircraft its structure and systems across the several different variants
deployed with the us air force strategic air command author david baker
covers the origin and evolution of the b 36 but primarily he explains how the
aircraft worked how it was operated how it was serviced and where the various
items of equipment were installed it also provides technical details of the
variants produced including information on dimensions weight performance etc
and also on the units with which the aircraft served the text is supported by
more than 300 photographs and illustrations
The Routledge Handbook of the Cold War 2014-06-05 this new handbook offers a
wide ranging overview of current scholarship on the cold war with essays from
many leading scholars the field of cold war history has consistently been one
of the most vibrant in the field of international studies recent scholarship
has added to our understanding of familiar cold war events such as the korean
war the cuban missile crisis and superpower détente and shed new light on the
importance of ideology race modernization and transnational movements the
routledge handbook of the cold war draws on the wealth of new cold war
scholarship bringing together essays on a diverse range of topics such as
geopolitics military power and technology and strategy the chapters also
address the importance of non state actors such as scientists human rights



activists and the catholic church and examine the importance of development
foreign aid and overseas assistance the volume is organised into nine parts
part i the early cold war part ii cracks in the bloc part iii decolonization
imperialism and its consequences part iv the cold war in the third world part
v the era of detente part vi human rights and non state actors part vii
nuclear weapons technology and intelligence part viii psychological warfare
propaganda and cold war culture part ix the end of the cold war this new
handbook will be of great interest to all students of cold war history
international history foreign policy security studies and ir in general
The Origins of War 2011-03-10 debate rages within the catholic church about
the ethics of war and peace but the simple question of why wars begin is too
often neglected catholics assumptions about the causes of conflict are almost
always drawn uncritically from international relations theory a field
dominated by liberalism realism and marxism which is not always consistent
with catholic theology in the origins of war matthew a shadle examines
several sources to better understand why war happens his retrieval of
biblical literature and the teachings of figures from church tradition sets
the course for the book shadle then explores the growing awareness of
historical consciousness within the catholic tradition the way beliefs and
actions are shaped by time place and culture he examines the work of
contemporary catholic thinkers like pope john paul ii jacques maritain john
courtney murray dorothy day brian hehir and george weigel in the constructive
part of the book shadle analyzes the movement within international relations
theory known as constructivism which proposes that war is largely governed by
a set of socially constructed and cultural influences constructivism shadle
claims presents a way of interpreting international politics that is highly



amenable to a catholic worldview and can provide a new direction for the
christian vocation of peacemaking
Fit for America 2018-06-21 fit for america is at once an intellectual
biography of major john l griffith one of the preeminent intercollegiate
athletics administrators of the twentieth century and an in depth look at how
athletics shaped national military preparedness in a time of war and
anticommunist sentiment lindaman traces griffith s forty year career one that
spanned both world wars and included his appointment as the first big ten
commissioner from 1922 until 1945 griffith also served as ncaa president in
the 1930s and later became the secretary treasurer during world war ii
throughout his career he worked tirelessly to advance the role and importance
of collegiate sports on a regional and national level in an era of heightened
fears of communism griffith saw intercollegiate athletics as a way to prepare
young men to become fit disciplined military recruits griffith also founded
his own publication the athletic journal in 1922 in which he published
opinion pieces and solicited the opinions of other leading coaches and
administrators nationwide through these pages lindaman explores not only
griffith s philosophy but also the emergence of a coaching and athletic
administration network drawing on voluminous primary source material and the
many writings griffith left behind fit for america brings long overdue
attention to a figure who was instrumental in shaping the world of american
intercollegiate sports
Cold War Armored Fighting Vehicles 2010-10-21 technical artist and military
historian george bradford covers the cold war from the end of world war ii
through 1990
Geopolitics of the World System 2003 cohen argues that the emergence of the



united states as the world s sole superpower and the process of globalization
have failed to remove the importance of geography as a political and
strategic factor of great import after laying out the structural basis for
his theory of geopolitical theory he launches into an examination of how
geopolitical realities have developed since world war ii a period that
witnessed greater change than the preceding two and a half centuries he then
turns his attention to the meat of the book separate examinations of the each
of the major world regions including examinations of the important countries
and their individual geopolitical realities
Air University Periodical Index 1958 not since pearl harbor has an american
president gone to congress to request a declaration of war nevertheless since
then one president after another from truman to obama has ordered american
troops into wars all over the world from korea to vietnam panama to grenada
lebanon to bosnia afghanistan to iraq why have presidents sidestepped
declarations of war marvin kalb former chief diplomatic correspondent for cbs
and nbc news explores this key question in his thirteenth book about the
presidency and u s foreign policy instead of a declaration of war presidents
have justified their war making powers by citing commitments private and
public made by former presidents many of these commitments have been honored
but some betrayed surprisingly given the tight u s israeli relationship
israeli leaders feel that at times they have been betrayed by american
presidents is it time for a negotiated defense treaty between the united
states and israel as a way of substituting for a string of secret
presidential commitments from israel to vietnam presidential commitments have
proven to be tricky and dangerous for example one president after another
committed the united states to the defense of south vietnam often without



explanation over the years these commitments mushroomed into national policy
leading to a war costing 58 000 american lives few in congress or the media
chose to question the war s provenance or legitimacy until it was too late no
president saw the need for a declaration of war considering one to be old
fashioned the word of a president can morph into a national commitment it can
become the functional equivalent of a declaration of war therefore whenever a
president commits the united states to a policy or course of action with or
increasingly without congressional approval watch out the white house may be
setting the nation on a road toward war the road to war was a 2013 foreword
reviews honorable mention in the subject of war military
The Road to War 2013-05-09 looking at topics across the spectrum of america s
wars religious groups personalities and ideas this volume shows that even in
an increasingly secular society religious roots and values run deep
throughout american society and are elevated in times of war there is a long
and deep relationship between religion politics and war in u s history while
there is a constitutional and legal separation of religion and the state in
american society religion has been and remains a potent force in american
culture and politics affecting many aspects of life including perspectives on
war and peace and the experience of war in u s history from the american
revolution to the wars of the 21st century religious values have informed and
influenced american attitudes toward war and peace and have provided
rationale for support and non support of american participation in conflicts
an overview essay surveys the background and significance of religion in
american culture and provides historical context for discussions of
contemporary topics a timeline highlights key events related to wars and
conflicts the volume then includes more than 50 topical essays that discuss



specific wars as well as religious themes within culture and politics
ultimately providing a detailed overview of the intersection of religion war
and politics in contemporary america
Religion and War 2022-10-18 essays by a diverse and distinguished group of
historians political scientists and sociologists examine the alarms
emergencies controversies and confusions that have characterized america s
cold war the post cold war interval of the 1990s and today s global war on
terror this long war has left its imprint on virtually every aspect of
american life by considering it as a whole the long war is the first volume
to take a truly comprehensive look at america s response to the national
security crisis touched off by the events of world war ii contributors
consider topics ranging from grand strategy and strategic bombing to ideology
and economics and assess the changing american way of war and hollywood s
surprisingly consistent depiction of americans at war they evaluate the
evolution of the national security apparatus and the role of dissenters who
viewed the myriad activities of that apparatus with dismay they take a fresh
look at the long war s civic implications and its impact on civil military
relations more than a military history the long war examines the ideas
policies and institutions that have developed since the united states claimed
the role of global superpower this protracted crisis has become a seemingly
permanent if not defining aspect of contemporary american life in breaking
down the old and artificial boundaries that have traditionally divided the
postwar period into neat historical units this volume provides a better
understanding of the evolution of the united states and u s policy since
world war ii and offers a fresh perspective on our current national security
predicament



The Long War 2007 susan carruthers offers a provocative history of early cold
war america in which she recreates a time when world war iii seemed imminent
she shows how central to american opinion at the time was a fascination with
captivity escape captivity became a way to understand everything
Cold War Captives 2009 addresses why when and how sovereign states give up
some of their sovereignity to form a larger union starting from the premise
that the system of independent sovereign territorial states which was the
subject of political science and international relations studies in the
twentieth century has entered a transition toward something new noted
political scientist leslie f goldstein examines the development of the
european union by blending comparative and historical institutionalist
approaches she argues that the most useful framework for understanding the
kinds of supra state formations that are increasingly apparent in the
beginning of the third millennium is comparative analysis of the formative
epochs of federations of the past that formed voluntarily from previously
independent states in constituting federal sovereignty the european union in
comparative context goldstein identifies three significant predecessors to
today s european union the dutch union of the 17th century the united states
of america from the 1787 constitution to the civil war and the first half
century of the modern swiss federation beginning in 1848 she examines the
processes by which federalization took place what made for its success and
what contributed to its problems she explains why resistance to federal
authority although similar in kind varied significantly in degree in the
cases examined and she explores the crucial roles played by such factors as
sovereignty honoring elements within the institutional structure of the
federation the circumstances of its formation revolt against distant empire



versus aftermath of war among member states and notably the internal culture
of respect for the rule of law in the member states
Constituting Federal Sovereignty 2003-05-01 published for the first time the
history of the cia s clandestine short wave radio broadcasts to eastern
europe and the ussr during the early cold war is covered in depth chapters
describe the gray broadcasting of radio free europe and radio liberty in
munich clandestine or black radio broadcasts from radio nacional de espana in
madrid to estonia latvia lithuania and ukraine transmissions to bulgaria
romania albania ukraine and the ussr from a secret site near athens and
broadcasts to byelorussia and slovakia infiltrated behind the iron curtain
through dangerous air drops and boat landings cia and other intelligence
service agents faced counterespionage kidnapping assassination arrest and
imprisonment excerpts from broadcasts taken from monitoring reports of
eastern europe intelligence agencies are included
Cold War Frequencies 2021-03-23 between december 28 1975 and january 11 1976
a groundbreaking hockey event took place super series 76 eight national
hockey league clubs each hosted a single exhibition game against one of two
touring teams from the ussr central red army or wings of the soviet
officially nothing was at stake but serious hockey fans realized that a cold
war clash of political ideologies was occurring on north american ice
surfaces the top pro teams would finally meet the best amateurs from the
soviet elite league the reputations of the nhl and soviet hockey were both on
the line canadians already knew how strong the soviets were based on the eye
opening experiences of both countries hockey stars in the 1972 and 1974
summit series for many americans however the talents of the exotic eastern
bloc visitors provided a stunning revelation this book outlines the history



of the intense canada ussr hockey rivalry that preceded super series 76 and
then focuses on those eight captivating games in new york pittsburgh montreal
buffalo boston chicago long island and philadelphia two of these contests are
still widely discussed today for vastly different reasons one may have been
the greatest hockey game ever played
Cold War on Ice 2023-10-11 faced with an increasingly formidable anti ship
cruise missile threat from the soviet union in the early days of the cold war
and with the recent memory of the kamikaze threat from world war ii the usn
placed a great priority on developing air defence cruise missiles and getting
them to sea to protect the fleet the first of these missiles were sizable
necessitating large ships to carry them and their sensors which resulted in
the conversion of a mix of heavy and light cruisers these ships tasked with
protecting carrier groups and acting as flagships entered service from 1955
and served until 1980 the cruisers served in the front lines of the cold war
and many saw combat service engaging in surface actions from vietnam to the
persian gulf complementing the conventionally powered missile cruisers was a
much smaller number of expensive nuclear powered cruisers including the long
beach the usn s largest ever missile cruiser until replaced by the
ticonderoga and burke classes of aegis ships the usn s 38 missile cruisers
were the most capable and important surface combatants in the fleet and
served all over the globe during the cold war using specially commissioned
artwork and meticulous research this illustrated title explores the story of
these cruisers in unparalleled detail revealing the history behind their
development and employment
US Navy Cold War Guided Missile Cruisers 2020-02-20 rethinking theory and
history in the cold war focuses on what we mean by politics and international



relations and how such assumptions have come to determine our understanding
of the cold war using an historical materialist method the author criticizes
conventional conceptions of international politics that tend to focus on the
agency of and relations among states and offers an alternative historical
sociology of the cold war through an analysis of the relationship between
formal political authority and socio economic production seen from this
perspective the state the modern conceptions of politics can be seen as
products of a capitalist modernity in which politics is based on the
separation of the spheres of politics in the state and economics in civil
society book jacket
Rethinking Theory and History in the Cold War 2001
Cold War Theories 1981 john le carré and the cold war explores the historical
contexts and political implications of le carré s major cold war novels the
first in depth study of le carré this century this book analyses his work in
light of key topics in 20th century history including containment of
communism decolonization the berlin wall the cuban missile crisis the
cambridge spy ring the vietnam war the 70s oil crisis and thatcherism
examining the spy who came in from the cold 1963 tinker tailor soldier spy
1974 smiley s people 1979 and other novels this book offers an illuminating
picture of cold war britain while situating le carré s work alongside that of
george orwell graham greene and ian fleming providing a valuable contribution
to contemporary understandings of both british spy fiction and post war
fiction toby manning challenges the critical consensus to reveal a
considerably less radical writer than is conventionally presented
John le Carré and the Cold War 2018-01-25 toxic airs brings together
historians of medicine environmental historians historians of science and



technology and interdisciplinary scholars to address atmospheric issues on a
spectrum of scales from body to place to planet the chapters analyze airborne
and atmospheric threats posed to humans and contributors demonstrate how
conceptions of toxicity have evolved and how humans have both created and
mitigated toxins in the air specific topics discussed include medieval
beliefs in the pestilent breath of witches malarial theory in india domestic
and military use of tear gas gulf war syndrome los angeles smog automotive
emissions control the epidemiological effects of air pollution transboundary
air pollution ozone depletion the contributions of contemporary artists to
climate awareness and the toxic history of carbon die oxide overall the
essays provide a wide ranging historical study of interest to students and
scholars of many disciplines
Toxic Airs 2014-03-23 this outstanding series provides concise and lively
introductions to countries and the major development issues they face packed
full of factual information photographs and maps the guides also focus on
ordinary people and the impact that historical economic and environmental
issues have on their lives
Afghanistan 2004 the first book to fully chronicle the origins evolution and
demise of the mccarthy era program known as the attorney general s list of
subversive organizations originally conceived to ferret out disloyal federal
employees but wielded as a controversial weapon that threatened the
constitutional rights of ordinary citizens
What Were They Thinking? 2009 physical geography infrastructure agriculture
economy and industry environment
American Blacklist 2008
Germany 2004
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